JOINT SOCIETY
ORIENTATION DAY
FOR F.6 STUDENTS

7,8 JUNE@HKU

LOOKING FOR...
JOB/A/MA | EVENT ORGANISERS
PHOTOGRAPHER | SHARING SPEAKER
EVENT HOST | GAME LEADER

CO-ORGANIZING WITH...
BUSINESS ASSOCIATION, HKUSU | LAW ASSOCIATION, HKUSU
| CHEMISTRY ASSOCIATION, SS, HKUSU | BUSINESS ASSOCIATION, BEA, HKUSU | AND MORE......

SUPPORTING ORGANISATION
HKU CEDARS
HSIN CHONG – K.N. GODFREY YEH EDUCATION FUND

APPLY HERE
GOO.GL/BEXGEP

FOR MORE INFO, WHATSAPP RONALD AT 5113 8114.
HKU Joint Society Orientation Day

All F.6 students will finish their HKDSE on mid-May. Then, they will receive their result on mid-July and finalize their JUPAS selection. However, most of them do not really understand the characteristics or difference between different JUPAS programs even though they have joined Open Days organized by different universities.

Event Details

In order to provide students a deeper understanding on those programs that they are interested in, AfterSchool, as an educational social enterprise, would like to organize two HKU Joint Society Orientation Days for F.6 students that can help them to:

➔ have a deeper understanding on different programs at HKU
➔ know more about HKU’s culture and characteristics
➔ meet friends that have similar interests and have fun

Dates: 7/6/2018 & 8/6/2018
Time: 0930 - 1730
Venues: CPD 3.04, CPD 2.17, CPD 2.18, CPD 1.22
Target: 80 F.6 students each day (160 in total)
Fee: Free

Student participants will be divided into 10 groups. Within each group, there will be 2 to 3 joba/joma helpers.

Co-Organizing With...

➔ Business Association, HKUSU
➔ Business Association, BEA, HKUSU
➔ Law Association, HKUSU
➔ Chemistry Society, SS, HKUSU
➔ And more...

Supporting Organization

➔ HKU CEDARS
➔ Hsin Chong – K.N. Godfrey Yeh Education Fund
We're Looking For...

**Event Organizer**
- plan for the whole event
- make sure everything run smoothly
- manage a team of helper, giving full briefings

**Joba/Joma**
- you know what to do
- lead a group of F.6 students

**Photographer**
- take stunning photos/video clips during the event

**Sharing Speaker**
- share about your U-life/faculty on stage during sharing session

**Event Host/Game Leader**
- lead the whole event

[Click here to apply now!](link)

For more information, please WhatsApp Ronald at 5113 8114.